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As the volumes are entering the world of computer graphics the pure volume visual-
isation becomes a more important tool in for example research and medical applica-
tions. But the advance in haptics — force feedback from the computer — is behind.
In volume haptics no equal to the proxy method so popular in surface haptics has yet
emerged. Some implementations of volume haptics even use surfaces as intermediate
representations so that surface haptics can be used.
The intention of this work was to create natural feeling haptic feedback from volu-
metric density data using pure volume haptics. The haptic algorithm would be im-
plemented inReachin API for the Reachin Desktop Display, together with other
parts to build up a usable volume visualisation environment.
To achieve the feeling of stiffness and friction dependent on tissue type, a proxy based
method was developed. In the volume the proxy is constrained by virtual surfaces
defined by the local gradient. This algorithm was implemented in a volume haptics
node and for visualisation a volume renderer node was implemented. These nodes
can be used to setup different volume visualisation environments usingVRML.
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Abstract

As the volumes are entering the world of computer graphics the pure volume visualisation
becomes a more important tool in for example research and medical applications. But the advance
in haptics — force feedback from the computer — is behind. In volume haptics no equal to the
proxy method so popular in surface haptics has yet emerged. Some implementations of volume
haptics even use surfaces as intermediate representations so that surface haptics can be used.

The intention of this work was to create natural feeling haptic feedback from volumetric den-
sity data using pure volume haptics. The haptic algorithm would be implemented inReachin
API for the Reachin Desktop Display, together with other parts to build up a usable volume visu-
alisation environment.

To achieve the feeling of stiffness and friction dependent on tissue type, a proxy based method
was developed. In the volume the proxy is constrained by virtual surfaces defined by the local
gradient. This algorithm was implemented in a volume haptics node and for visualisation a volume
renderer node was implemented. These nodes can be used to setup different volume visualisation
environments usingVRML.

Sammanfattning

Mycket data från simuleringar och avläsningar är av volymetrisk natur. Skiktröntgen, Comput-
er Fluid Dynamics (CFD) och magnetresonanskamera är bara några exempel. Volymvisualisering
blir därför ett allt viktigare verktyg för forskning och medicinska applikationer.

Haptik — kraftåterkoppling från datorn — ligger dock efter i utveckling. I ythaptik, möj-
ligheten att känna på ytor, finns en mycket populär metod, som så gott som alla använder sig av
— den proxy-baserade metoden. För volymdata finns det ingen liknande teknik, vare sig i popu-
laritet, enkelhet eller i funktion. Vissa implementationer av volymhaptik till och med skapar ytdata
från volymdata för att kunna använda sig av ythaptik.

Avsikten med det här arbetet var att skapa naturlig haptisk återkoppling från volymdata med
densitetsinformation utan att använda ythaptik. Algoritmen för haptiken skulle implementeras i
Reachin API för Reachin Desktop Display. Den skulle implementeras tillsammans med andra
delar som tillsammans skulle bygga upp en användbar miljö för volymvisualisering.

För att skapa känslan av hårdhet och friktion utvecklades en metod som baseras på en proxy,
precis som i tekniken för ythaptik. I volymen begränsas proxyns rörelser av virtuella ytor vilka
definieras av volymens gradient. Algoritmen implementerades i en nod för volymhaptik. Utöver
den implementerades en nod för volymvisualisering. Dessa noder kan användas i olika uppsätt-
ningar av volymvisualisering genomVRML.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

Humans have been able to see virtual objects through computer graphics for several decades. The
quality of images from the latest techniques makes almost any kind of virtual object look as real as
the world around us. In haptics the experience is not limited to eyesight, but feeling is also rendered
possible. Through a special device the computer can give force feedback that feels like the feedback
you would get from touching a real surface. Such devices often have a mechanical arm to which an
instrument, like a pen, is attached. How this can look is shown in figure1. The arm is then used
by the computer to measure the position and orientation of the instrument and to produce the haptic
feedback. The feedback is called haptic when it is provided through a physical instrument, like a
pen. By providing haptic feedback together with visual feedback a better sense of presence can be
achieved.

Volumes have only just begun their entrance in the world of visualisation. The volumetric nature of
real world data can no longer be over seen. Simulation and scanning give rise to volumetric data and
if you do not want to reinterpret the data, the volume is what you need to visualise. Medical sources
are front figures in that aspect. Computer Tomography, Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Confocal
Microscopy all give rise to volumetric data.

As the graphics world has just begun to investigate and take advantage of volumes, haptics is not far
behind. With haptics the negative effect of visual occlusion could be reduced or circumvented and
the comprehension of the data magnified. At the same time complex local formations can be easier
understood.

In a general approach to data haptics there only exists scalars, vectors, tensors or even more complex
data. You can directly reflect the information in the data with simple algorithms. The scalars can be
found and vectors felt. This way you can find and know how the vectors point and how high scalar
values you have in the area you examine.

The main drawback of this approach is the lack of a natural link to the nature of the data. If no such
considerations are taken, there is a risk that some of our innate ability to interpret the nature around
us is lost. In medical applications this is extra important since the systems are used by laymen in
the haptic area. Furthermore, the users have little time and are working under pressure. Using natural
haptic feedback instead of general volume haptics could then improve the speed and accuracy of the
diagnosis.

The intention has been to create a system that is giving natural feeling haptic feedback that becomes
mentally coupled with the visual representation of the contact. The haptic feedback should be as
similar to the original object as possible and not feel like some intermediate data. To achieve this,
stiffness, friction and extraction of virtual surfaces following the surfaces from the original data must
be part of the haptic algorithm.

The basic idea of the haptic algorithm is that the local gradient will be used as the surface normal
describing a virtual surface at that point. The virtual surface will then restrain the user tool a certain
amount and friction will help to guide the user and give a better understanding of the nature of the
surface.
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2 PREVIOUS WORK

Figure 1: A haptic instrument called the PHANToMTM

This report begins with some review of previous work within volume haptics in section2. Thereafter
the structure and basic nature of the dataset that this haptic system is intended for is discussed in
section3. Some background on volume graphical rendering and volume haptics rendering is discussed
in sections4 and 5 respectively. Here the theories considering the graphic and haptic parts of the
system are presented as well. In section6 the implementation of the system is presented together with
special considerations, problems and eventual surprises concerning the algorithms. The result of the
work is presented in section7 and thoughts about future work are presented last, in section8.

2 Previous work

Haptics was long restricted to be acting on surfaces. Still a common way to introduce haptics to
volume data is to create an intermediate local or global surface[2] from which surface haptics can
be calculated. Intermediate representations in displays of any kind are unwanted. Such datasets can
produce artifacts and reinterpretation of data can give rise to unknown changes in the data contents.
Further more such haptic setups suffer from haptic occlusion, which is not more desired than visual
occlusion.

Former versions of direct volumetric haptics have been based on local area examining techniques.
The main objective has been to examine scalars, vectors or other formed values, without any direct
connection to the real world. In such systems any data can be examined with equal results, but the
lack of connection to the real world can be a problem.

In previous variants of volume haptics with 3 degrees of freedom the data at the instrument tip is
transformed to an active force depending solely on the voxel data and the tip velocity[1, 4, 5, 10]

c©2001 Karljohan Lundin 4



3 VOLUMETRIC DENSITY DATASET

according to the equation
~f = ~F

(
~∇V (~x) , V (~x) ,∆~x/∆t

)
(1)

where~F is a time invariant function,~∇V (~x) is the local volume gradient,V (~x) is the volume value,
∆~x/∆t is the velocity of the haptic instrument tip and~f is the resulting force feedback. There exists
variations[7], but the result is similar.

The most simple approach is to transform the velocity of the tool to a retarding force that is propor-
tional to the density value in the current position, i.e.~f = −S (V (~x)) · ∆~x/∆t, whereS is a time
invariant scalar valued function. This would give the sense of viscosity in the volume. Unfortunately
this gives no sense of how the density values of the volume are oriented, i.e. if they are part of a
surface of any kind. A possible surface in the continuous dataset can be missed simply because it can
not be felt. For this the local gradient must be used in some way.

A slightly more complex way of achieving haptics from density data is to add a force proportional
to the local gradient. This would provide the feeling that the surface is pushing the instrument out of
it. This approach can be compared with the penalty-based haptic feedback in surface haptics, which
will be more closely described in section5.1. Together with the gradient force one can use a retarding
force to simulate viscosity. That could help visualising the density at the same time the surfaces can
be felt.

This approach provides the ability to follow surfaces within a scalar volume, but the algorithm adds
energy to the system. This has some negative effects on stability and the overall haptic experience,
which will be addressed in chapter5.2.

As described by Dirk Bartz et al. in [7] one can segment the volumetric data to find inner voxels
and outer voxels. From this one can derive a distance field which induces a repellent force. The main
drawback with this approach is that the segmentation step creates an inside and an outside of the
object. This works fine in some cases, but when looking at a complex density dataset there may exist
surfaces inside surfaces so a more complex haptic algorithm is needed.

3 Volumetric density dataset

Data that have been obtained through Computer Tomography can easily be automatically segmented,
since the density value in the 3d image corresponds directly to the density of the tissue. The density
varies little within a certain tissue and varies a lot between them. For example bone is quite harder
than cartilage that is harder than fat tissue and skin.

Images obtained from Magnetic Resonance Imaging on the other hand depict the concentration of
hydrogen in the tissue, which is not as easily mapped to the kind of tissue or to the hardness or density
of it. The fact that the concentration can vary more within a tissue than between two doesn’t make it
easier to automatically segment the data.

Apart from the MRI data sets which need to be segmented to reflect the properties of the data, any
manual segmentation is a scourge. New data is added that can be less accurate than the data detected
by the medical equipment. The fact that it takes several hours to carry out makes it even less desired.
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4 VOLUME RENDERING

So to be able to use an algorithm on a regular basis the segmentation has to be either easy to automate
or unnecessary. Together with the fact that the density property is the most intuitive to feel in haptic
feedback, the Computer Tomography dataset is a natural choice for this work. Some material prop-
erties can be calculated directly from the density value and some more can in some way be deduced
from it.

The CT dataset is also easy to work with. It is rectilinear which helps both graphical rendering, mem-
ory access and gradient estimation. Since it is scalar any material property mapping can be done
through one dimensional transfer functions, as well as the graphical shading function. Finding material
properties through one dimensional transfer functions can be less exact than using more information,
but simplicity is often better than exactness.

It is possible to use more advanced data structures and topologies. One example is elastic volumes[6]
which makes the volume data, and thus also the graphical representation, follow the displacement
made with the haptic instrument. The visual feedback would then enhance the feeling of soft and
hard tissue. Hopefully that is not necessary since such structures needs far more advanced graphical
rendering than the plain rectilinear data structure.

4 Volume Rendering

The visualisation of the dataset is despite the secondary interest in this work quite important. Without
the global knowledge of the dataset it is hard to orient oneself and take benefit of the added information
that the haptics provides of the local area.

It is important to understand that the haptic feedback only improves the understanding of a small
area at a time. The graphical representation of the dataset should therefore be coupled with the haptic
representation in many ways. If the haptic representation is based on density data and augments the
feeling of surfaces, the graphical representation should also depict the density and in some way also
show the presence of surfaces in the dataset.

One way to represent a dataset graphically is to use indirect volume rendering. In that case the volume
data is transformed to an other form via an algorithm. One example of this is iso surface extraction
using theMarching Cubes algorithm[13]. This is a relatively fast visualisation method if the num-
ber of polygons is kept low, but it has a great disadvantage in its magnification of errors and noise.
Furthermore, the indirect volume rendering method does not use all the data but only some of it. That
makes the rendering less reliable and sometimes even directly misleading if the wrong parts of the
data by mistake are included in the visualisation.

Another problem with the iso surfaces is that they occlude all data behind the surface. One of the goals
with volume haptics is to avoid haptic occlusion so methods suffering from graphical occlusion are
definitively not an option. One way to avoid graphical occlusion is to use semi transparent surfaces.
Unfortunately the current versions ofOpenGL[15] do not depth-sort the semi transparent polygons
before blending them. This induces strange artifacts like inverted depth in some areas in the image.

Direct volume rendering uses unlike indirect volume rendering all the data of the volume. Either every
voxel of the original volume is projected and splatted onto the view plane (object order rendering with
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4 VOLUME RENDERING

(a) Using 2d textures (b) Using 3d textures

Figure 2: Texture accelerated direct volume rendering

splatting) or the volume colours are summed up via beams that are sent from the view plane (ray
casting). The result from both these methods and the several variations that exist is that the colour on
the view plane is affected by the whole volume. Since it is possible to feel every part of the volume,
the whole volume should be represented visually.

The main drawback of direct volume rendering is that it is very CPU consuming. Each frame might
take several minutes for the computer to render. With most systems interactivity is wanted, but when
viewing an environment with haptic feedback interactivity in graphics is required.

4.1 Texture based hardware acceleration

To render the volume in interactive rate, one has to use special graphics hardware. There exists dedi-
cated volume render hardware, for example the VolumePROTM from TeraRecon[14], but they are still
quite expensive. One alternative is however to use a cheap but efficient PC graphics card to accelerate
the rendering. One can use 2d textures, or 3d textures if available, together with the fast alpha blend-
ing. This will in practice work as an image order volume rendering where the rasterisation and alpha
blending substitutes the ray casting or splatting.

Using hardware accelerated volume rendering enables very tight integration with the graphic API as
well as fast rendering. This is mainly because no direct access to the graphical buffer is needed, but
one can build up the volume visualisation using graphical primitives that can be fit into the scene
graphs of todays graphic APIs. This is more closely investigated in section6.3.

Using 2d texture acceleration, each slice of the volume is transformed into a 2d texture image. This
texture image has four byte colour depth or two bytes per texel. The four bytes are the red, green, blue
and alpha components. In the two byte version the bytes correspond to just grey value and alpha.

The textures are applied to polygons that are aligned and translated to the same position as the slice
of the volume data would be in 3d space. When the scene is rendered the textures on the panels
will be blended by the graphics hardware. Bilinear interpolation within the planes is performed by
dedicated hardware. Interpolation between planes is omitted which can render some artifacts in the
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5 HAPTIC RENDERING

commonly used resolutions. Since the slices are oriented like the volume, when the volume is rotated
the gaps between the slices will render more distinct artifacts. There are ways to get rid of these
artifacts[11, 12], but they are at this point hardware specific and include very low level programming.
They are therefore not of interest in this work.

To be able to see the panels on which the 2d textures are put, you must look at its front side. As you
rotate the volume you might look at the volume from the side. Therefore the rendering system must
have three sets of such textures and panels so that when you look at the other side of the volume there
is a set of textures there that you can look upon.

This problem does not exist when using 3d texture acceleration. In that case the system will create
view aligned panels on which the 3d texture is applied, as figure2(b) depicts. The memory only
holds one large texture instead of many 2d textures and you do not have to have three sets for the
three directions. Apart from the effective handling of textures, the 3d texture acceleration also allows
trilinear interpolation which renders less artifacts than the 2d texture technique.

4.2 Shading function

When using textures for volume rendering the textures are built up before the rendering since this
can be quite slow. There are examples of animated volume rendering where the 3d texture is put into
graphic memory in real time but that is done on special graphics computers like the Onyx 2. On a
desktop computer the shading function is preferably applied to the volume at loading time. The most
common form of shading function is

~RGBα = ~FRGB (V (~x)) + ~Fα
(
V (~x) ,

∣∣∣~∇V (~x)
∣∣∣) (2)

where ~RGBα is the colour vector in a red-green-blue-alpha colour space,~FRGB and ~Fα are vector
functions for red-green-blue and alpha respectively,V (~x) is the volume value and

∣∣∣~∇V (~x)
∣∣∣ is the

volume gradient length. In other words, the most common shading functions are using only the scalar
value to calculate the colour or grey value and using both the scalar value and the magnitude of the
gradient to calculate the opacity. When using the gradient magnitude in the shading function, the
surfaces, where the gradient is large, can be better visualised than if opacity was controlled by only
the scalar value.

The optimal relationship between scalar volume value and colour and opacity in the graphical repre-
sentation is not expected to be linear. The functions~FRGB and ~Fα in equation2 are therefore transfer
functions that must not be linear. Moreover since~Fα depends on two variables that transfer function
has to be two dimensional. Both the colour and the opacity of the graphical representation of the
volume is thus controlled by these transfer functions.

5 Haptic Rendering

Haptic rendering is in general closely connected to hardware. This is mainly because it always needs a
highly specialised hardware device of some kind, but also because of the need for speed. Without high
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5 HAPTIC RENDERING

speed in the control loop and a feedback with low delay the behaviour might become highly unstable.

A force feedback system should[3]

• Maintain a high update rate

• Present high quality forces without detectable artifacts

• Degrade gracefully when the performance limit is reached[9]

• Transparently support different force feedback devices

• Interface easily and cleanly with the rest of the system

These things have to be considered when designing the hardware for the system as well as when
designing the software. By using a commercially available and therefore highly tested hardware some
of these considerations already have been taken care of. There also exists commercially available
software packages, likeReachin API from Reachin AB[16] or Ghost from Sensable[17], that
can be used as a stable ground to build on. When using such existing systems all points mentioned
above have been taken care of from a hardware point of view. Also a software structure is provided
that helps, so that the concentration can be directed towards the design of the essential core of the
haptic algorithm and the graphical parts.

5.1 Surface haptics

Within surface haptics one can follow the evolution through three main stages: the penalty based
method, the god object based method and the proxy based method[3]. While their lines of action are
different, the basic idea is the same. When the haptic instrument penetrates the surface of an object,
there will be a force feedback, pushing the instrument out again.

In the penalty based method the force feedback is solely dependent on the distance between the tip of
the haptic instrument and the nearest surface, as shown in figure3(a). The system calculates the dis-
tances to the polygons in the local area and picks out the smallest one. The force is then calculated as
the product of the distance vector and the stiffness constant, as if a spring is attached to the instrument
in one end and the instruments projection point onto the polygon in the other end. Unfortunately the
nearest polygon can be a totally different one the next time the force is calculated, which can be felt
like discontinues in the resulting force field. If the object is thin enough you can even push through it.

To solve the problem with pop through of thin objects a god object was defined. The god object tries to
be as close to the instrument tip as possible and any displacement of the god object relative to the tip
gives rise to a haptic force. The god object is restrained by a predefined topology calculated from the
objects in the virtual environment so when the tip penetrates a surface the god object is left outside, as
shown in figure3(b). This thus give rise to a force pulling the instrument out of the surface. The god
object can slide on the surfaces of polygons since that area is defined as legal in the topology of the
objects. But since the god object always is located on a surface it is impossible for it to pop through
thin objects.

c©2001 Karljohan Lundin 9



5 HAPTIC RENDERING

(a) Penalty method — the force feed-
back is based solely on the distance
to the nearest surface

(b) God object method — the force
feedback is based on the distance to a
god object

(c) Proxy based method — the force
feedback is based on the distance to a
proxy for the pen tip

Figure 3: The three main surface haptics methods
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5 HAPTIC RENDERING

The main reason not to use the polygons to restrain the god object instead of the predefined topology
is that there might be very small gaps between adjacent polygons, which the god object could slip
through. By using an object with a defined size instead of the point shaped god object, this problem
was solved and the predefined topology rendered obsolete. This object, called proxy, is restrained
by the polygons which makes pre calculations of topology unnecessary and a dynamic environment
possible. How this works is depicted in figure3(c). The technique also vouches for easy friction
implementation without noticeable artifacts, since the proxy can be moved arbitrarily to simulate both
static and dynamic friction. The earlier techniques needed special solutions for friction, like “snags”
that catches and holds the instrument back[3].

5.2 General volume haptics

In this work volume haptics solutions with intermediate data representations have been more or less
disregarded. The imminent risk for haptic occlusion makes the method with intermediate surface
representation, mentioned in section2, uninteresting to compare with. Also other methods using force
fields or distance fields from certain iso-values or similar can be troubled with artifacts, are laborious
to implement or provide marginal extra features.

The most obvious way to implement direct volume haptics is therefore based on the function depicted
in equation1. More complex haptic systems can even provide torque from vorticity using a 6 degrees
of freedom haptic device. By applying a negative multiple of the local gradient vector as force, a
surface feeling can be produced. This effect can be used together with the viscosity simulation from the
scalar value. This gives good depiction of the contents of the volume, but apart from some exceptions
this method is not suitable if a natural link to the nature of the data is wanted. No considerations are
taken of whether the objects in the data are fluid, gas or solid, or whether the data values represent
density, velocity or colour.

At most positions, where the volume gradient exists, the gradient based method is giving a haptic force
regardless of how much resistance the user is giving. The force is given in response to the volume data
and not to the user activities and therefore energy will be added to the system. This can render stability
problems with high force multiplicands. The instrument can start vibrating or jerking back and forth.
Adding energy also renders haptic artifacts, discussed more in section7.

5.3 Proxy based volume haptics

To create the feeling of soft and hard tissue one has to make the system push the instrument back the
same way the skin pushes any instrument back — only to the surface, the origin of the pushing. In
surface haptics this is easy because we have a surface but in volume haptics the instrument must be
pushed back to a position that is located on a ‘virtual surface’. To achieve this we need to use a proxy
like in the approach common in surface haptics. The proxy will be somewhat constrained by virtual
surfaces, which are evaluated from the gradient at the proxy position.

This haptic algorithm will have a memory of previous movements, since the proxy position is saved.
Surface haptics, described in section5.1, have had memory in the haptic algorithms since the intro-
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5 HAPTIC RENDERING

V (~xtip)⇒ 1 Material properties

⇓
k, TN , µ
⇓

~xtip, ~xproxy, V (~xtip), ~∇V (~xproxy)⇒ 2 Calculate new proxy position ⇒ ~x′proxy
⇓

~x′proxy
⇓

~xtip, V (~xtip)⇒ 3 Calculate haptic force ⇒ ~f

Figure 4: Algorithm overview.

duction of the god object. This type of haptics can not be described as an instance of equation1, since
it also has a state — the proxy position. This state is built up from the last instrument movements that
induced movements of the proxy.

Unlike in surface haptics the proxy does not have to have a radius in volume haptics. The finite size of
the proxy in surface haptics prevents the proxy from slipping through small cracks between adjacent
surfaces. Since the volume is either continuous or interpolated to be continuous this is not a problem.
The proxy only represents a position from which the instrument tip — hereafter referred to as ‘tip’ —
is displaced. The tip displacement relative to the proxy will give rise to a haptic force in the instrument
and a corresponding force pulling the proxy towards the tip. This is depicted as the third part in the
overview in figure4, which needs the proxy position (~x′proxy), the tip position (~xtip) and the volume

value at the tip position (V (~xtip)) to calculate the resulting force (~f ).

This however makes the proxy in volume haptics more like the god object which was earlier used in
surface haptics. The continuous volume function after interpolation can be compared with the topol-
ogy model used together with the god object. On the other hand the gradient calculation kernel has a
finite radius and therefore a finite area around the proxy has an effect on the behaviour of the haptic
function. This also prevents the proxy from falling through small density gaps in the volume. Thus it
is not wrong to call the proxy point a proxy and not a god object. This also makes it possible for the
proxy to lie on a surface, with its centre outside the surface. This results in some problems discussed
together with solutions in section6.4.

When the force acting on the proxy exceeds a certain threshold the proxy will be moved in the di-
rection in which the force exceeded the threshold. The force will be split in one force normal to the
virtual surface and one tangential to it. The direction tangential to the surface will use a static fric-
tion threshold on a static proxy and simulate dynamic friction if the proxy is moving. In the normal
direction the threshold will correspond to the difficulty to penetrate the surface. If the proxy is pulled
towards less dense area, the threshold should be void or only simulating viscosity. The moving of
the proxy corresponds to the second part in figure4, which uses stiffness (k), normal threshold (TN ),
friction constant (µ), tip position (~xtip), proxy position (~xproxy), volume value (V (~xtip)) and volume
gradient (~∇V (~xproxy)) to calculate the new proxy position (~x′proxy).

This works fine in theory, but in reality the gradient is not as distinct everywhere in the volume. In
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Figure 5: Proxy, negative gradient and forces in proxy based volume haptics

univalued areas the gradient even disappears. This problem can be solved by using a uniform viscosity
as a minimum force at every point. The gradient magnitude depicts in a good way how well defined
the surface is. The virtual surface forces can then be weakened by a value derived in some way from
the gradient magnitude. If the gradient induced surface force is small enough the viscosity force will
be dominant. One downside of this is that virtual surfaces with less well defined gradients — as for
example the transition between air and skin compared to the transition between skin tissue and bone
— will get weaker compared to its set strength.

This and other things makes the haptic algorithm unlinear in its response to the density value of
the volume. Therefore transfer functions are needed for parameters that control the haptic behaviour.
Examples of parameters that can be used in the haptic algorithm are stiffness, friction and force that
the virtual surface can withstand before yielding. This is depicted as part one in figure4 as a black-box
that takes the volume value at the tip (V (~xtip)) as input and produces stiffness (k), normal directed
threshold (TN ) and friction constant (µ) as output.

6 Implementation

The hardware system used in this implementation is a Reachin Desktop Display, from Reachin AB[16],
equipped with a PHANToM Desktop haptic device from Sensable[17]. The computer that drives the
display is a dual 800MHz Pentium II with 256MB of RAM and a Wildcat 4110 graphics card.

To minimise the programming overhead, and for other reasons mentioned in section5, theReachin
API [16] was used. That way no scene graph, haptic system or communication system between graph-
ics and haptics had to be implemented. TheReachin API sees to it that the two processors handle
haptics and graphics respectively and handle the synchronisation between the two update loops. With
Reachin API the programming is done inc++ and the scene setup is done inVRML[18]. This is
described more closely in appendixA.
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Using a commercial API there are some special considerations to be made and implementation issues
to be solved. Each API has its own way to count references, set variables and extend the functionality.
TheReachin API is a bit special in its way to use C++ templates for virtually everything. This is
probably mainly because template based algorithms have their types solved at compilation time and
therefore often a bit faster than functions based on inheritance for example.

In theReachin API structure each geometry object has a collider that works at the graphics update
loop. If the haptic instrument is close enough to the geometry the collider adds a force function to the
haptic update loop. The force function handles the haptic feedback generated by the current geometry
object in the haptic update loop. The object is active until the collider is asked to add a new force
function object. In surface haptics the force function is aRealtimeGeometry object which handles
the proxy method mentioned in section5.1.

In volume haptics on the other hand the haptics is not connected to the graphical representation of the
object. It is rather connected to the volume data from which the volume renderer also reads the data.
A comparison between the structures is depicted in figure6.

So in theReachin API three basic cooperating nodes have been implemented: TheVolumeRen-
derer which handles graphical rendering, theVolumeHaptics node which handles the haptic
representation and theVolume that provides the two other nodes with volume data. A general trans-
fer function was also implemented to provide the user with a simple interface to control the nonlinear
behaviour of the graphic and haptic rendering.

To make it easy to extend the system all nodes are intended to be replaceable. For that to work the
functionality must be as specialised as possible and the interface between nodes as simple and in-
tuitive as possible. To follow theReachin API principle concerning internal interfaces the nodes
functionality should also reflect on its interface inVRML. That way creating a new scene-graph setup
is easy and intuitive and replacing a node inVRMLis as easy.

Following the principles of scene-graph programming inReachin API , all input and output in
the nodes should be routable fields if possible. Internal states that can be changed from the outside
should be exposed fields as well as internal states that can be interesting to read from the surrounding
environment. This had to be considered even if many states could not be exposed.

For the system to be extendable and flexible the configuration possibilities should be as good as
possible. TheVolumeRenderer has many variables that can be used to adapt the rendering, but for
easy setup a default set of transfer functions must be provided. Configuring of the nodes is mainly done
with transfer functions, for example colour in volume rendering and stiffness in haptics. Therefore it
is important that the transfer function is easy to use.

6.1 Node: TransferFunction

TheTransferFunction node is used by both theVolumeRenderer node and theVolume-
Haptics node. It provides a function of the formv = F (x), where an output is generated for
an input value between zero and one. The function can be controlled fromVRMLto yield linear or
nonlinear response to the input.
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(a) Volume haptics system

(b) Surface haptics system

Figure 6: Structure of the haptic software system
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Figure 7: Input value to output value inTransferFunction

Being a node and not a field, the transfer function is not very fast to set up inVRML. You have to
specify the node name (TransferFunction ) as well as thevalues field in it and the field in
which theTransferFunction node should be used (scalar2red for example). This can be
lengthy, but the possibility to extend the functionality and configurability of the transfer function can
not be implemented in any other way in theReachin API at this point. Experiments with casting
in VRMLfrom field to node have been done without positive results.

FromVRMLa set of values is set. If only one value is set that value will always be returned. If two or
more values are set, the values are evenly distributed between zero to one. If the value zero or lower is
provided, the first value in the set is returned and if the value one or higher is provided, the last value
is returned. With values between zero and one provided, the transfer function interpolates linearly
between the closest two values from the internal set as depicted in figure7.

This way of setting the values in the transfer function makes it easy to setup fromVRML, but unfortu-
nately the exact behaviour is hard to control. If you for example want the exact value of 0.37 to map to
the exact value 1.53 you would have to specify a very large value set. At this point that problem seems
far fetched, but if needed the transfer function can be extended to take other configuration variables
and function in other ways.

6.2 Node: Volume

TheVolume node handles the volume data, estimation of gradient and the memory access. It has no
means to get hold of volume data so the class must be extended to be useful. NoVRMLinterface is
provided either. All communication with the node is made inC++.

The node is at this point only extended by the nodeVolumeReader8 . That node reads 8 bits un-
signed raw volume data in either a specified size or if size is not provided it tries to read a three integer
header containing the size data. There exists however no obstacle to extend theVolume node with
other reader nodes if necessary.

As mentioned above, there does not exist anyVRMLinterface in theVolume node. The interface is
specific to the implementation of the reader. A field calledmakeCubed is suggested to be provided
by subclasses of theVolume node. With that field set totrue , the volume should be made cubic.
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Making the volume cubic would ensure that the total amount of slices in 2d texture acceleration is the
same in all directions. The number of slices per unit length effects the opacity per unit length so an
uneven volume could have different opacity in different directions.

6.3 Node: VolumeRenderer

The volume renderer is the node that visualises the volume for the user. It extends theSwitch node
from VRMLso that it can contain more objects. As parameters fromVRMLit only takes a Volume node
from which it should get the volume data.

Unfortunately 3d textures are not implemented in theReachin API at this point (version 3.0.2). It
will be supported in the next version but until then 2d texture acceleration is the only choice if not low
levelOpenGLprogramming is to be made.

The first version of the node thus used 2d texture based rendering acceleration, described in section
4.1. The node is a switch node that is holding the textured panels of the three viewing directions x, y
and z. The switch is controlled from the graphics rendering loop and when the view is changed the
most suitable panel set is set to be visible.

When the node is initialised it slices the volume into the planes that are transformed into 2d texture
images. Both the four bytes or two bytes per texel format can be used. This is chosen by the fielduse-
Color . Both colouring transfer functions and a grey scale transfer function can be used depending
on whether colour is used or not. By default grey scale is used and a default set of transfer functions
are set, that works fairly well with any scalar dataset.

For the shading of the volume the transfer function node is used for colouring or grey scale. The
scalar value at the position is input and the output is used as colour or grey value. For opacity a 2-
dimensional transfer function should be used, since opacity should depend on both the scalar value
and the magnitude of the local gradient. The transfer function is for convenience split into two one
dimensional transfer functions, in the form shown in equation3, whereTFV→α is a transfer function
from the volume value,TF|~∇V |→α is a transfer function from the gradient magnitude andTFα is

the resulting two dimensional transfer function. If not a very strange transfer function is wanted this
should be enough.

TFα
(
V (~x) ,

∣∣∣~∇V (~x)
∣∣∣) = TFV→α (V (~x)) · TF|~∇V |→α

(∣∣∣~∇V (~x)
∣∣∣) (3)

When the first version of the rendering node was finished, a second one was implemented. The second
one uses 3d texture based volume rendering, described in section4.1. As mentioned above, could it
not be implemented directly in theReachin API soOpenGLwrapped in aReachin API node
had to be used.

6.4 Node: VolumeHaptics

TheVolumeHaptics node provides force feedback to the user. It is connected to aVolume node
that provides it with the volume data. Both theVolumeRenderer and theVolumeHaptics node
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can share the sameVolume node.

TheVolumeHaptics node has a boolean field with which one can choose to use the proxy based
method or not. If the proxy is not wanted a version of general volume haptics, described in section
5.2, is implemented. If the proxy is used the proxy position variable is an exposed field so that it can
be connected to a graphical representation through routing.

Surface simulation

As presented in section5.3 the creation of virtual surfaces is dependent on the local gradient. The
gradient calculation should estimate the gradient of the continuous density function as good as pos-
sible. The derivative of the three-dimensional sinc-function could exactly reproduce the real world
density gradient function provided that the original signal is within the limits of the Nyquist theorem.
Since the sinc-function is hard to implement in finite sized datasets and furthermore to be calculated
1000 times per second, the derivative of the Gauss-function is chosen instead. The size of the kernel
is critical — a kernel too small would be noise sensitive but using one too big would low-pass filter
the volume data.

The continuous three-dimensional Gauss-function is round as a sphere, but the gradient calculation
kernel in the volume dataset must be discrete, so the kernel has a cubic shape. That way the orientation
of the kernel can have an impact on the resulting gradient estimation. The perfect kernel must be
infinite for the voxel orientation to be irrelevant, but the best finite kernel must be used instead. If a
kernel using only the closest voxels is to be used there are three different possible discrete gradient
calculation methods. One can talk about 6, 18 or 26 cell based calculation, as shown in figure8. With
6 cells calculation the sampling positions are located as in a three-dimensional cross. A surface would
be detected by such a kernel at a distance of 1 to

√
2 voxels depending on the orientation of the kernel

relative to the direction in which the distance is measured. A 26 cell kernel would detect the surface
at a distance of 1 to

√
3 voxels, which is worse in that aspect, but the rotation invariance of the 26

cell kernel is better. This is shown in figure10(b), where the lines depict the motion described by the
gradient vector as the surface rotates one revolution relative to the calculation kernel. How the lines
are created is shown in figure9. Since the figure shows the 2-dimensional counterpart of the surface
rotation, the kernel is 4 or 8 cell connected instead of 6 or 26 cell connected respectively.

A proxy that is not penetrating a surface, but is moving upon it, is moving only in directions orthogonal
to the gradient. Thus moving a point small steps in tangent direction, the motion should describe the
original surface, if the gradient calculation kernel is working correctly. In figure11 such motions are
shown in 2d, together with the real ‘surface’ in that dataset. It can be seen that a Gauss-function with
larger kernel follows the original surface better than a smaller kernel. No problems with speed have
been experienced yet, but the larger the gradient kernel is, the more calculations must be done. The
number of multiplications done per loop is growing quite fast if you choose a larger kernel, since
the gradient calculation points are interpolated in real-time to reproduce the continuous function.
Furthermore, a larger kernel low-pass filters the gradient calculation.

The gradient vector is used to estimate the normal of the virtual surface as well as the strength of the
surface. The force induced by the displacement of the tip relative to the proxy times the stiffness is
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(a) 6 connectivity (b) 18 connectivity (c) 26 connectivity

Figure 8: Gradient kernel based on voxel connectivity

Figure 9: How the lines in figure10are created
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(a) With the centre of the gradient kernel lying on the virtual surface

(b) With the gradient kernel touching the virtual surface

Figure 10: Gradient vector behaviour with a rotating surface
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Figure 11: Simulation of virtual surface in 2D

then split, using the gradient as normal, into a tangent and a normal directed force component. The
surfaces have a material specific threshold that, if the force exceeds this threshold, then the proxy is
moved. The proxy is moved so much in the normal direction so that the surface threshold and the
normal directed force induced by the new distance are balanced.

Material properties

The scalar value of the volume is used in transfer functions to produce tissue dependent constants for
friction, stiffness, resistance and surface threshold, or surface resistance in other words. The transfer
function values are set by the user, but where to collect the scalar value to use in the transfer function
is not self evident. The value could be fetched at the proxy position, but then the scalar value of the
tissue outside a surface would be used if the proxy is located on top of a surface, as shown in figure
12. The value could also be taken from the tip position, but then the value could be taken from the
tissue on the other side of the surface, which is likely if the surface is the skull crown bone and the
stiffness is set to be low.

To solve this problem a field calledproxyWeighting was introduced. It is a value from zero to
one that tells the haptic algorithm where to read the scalar value. The value zero makes the system
read the value at the tip position and with the value one it reads from the proxy position. The value
should be chosen with the different stiffnesses of tissues in mind, since low stiffness allows the proxy
to be further from the tip before friction and surfaces yields. Low stiffness thus calls for higher proxy
weighting.
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Figure 12: At which position should the scalar value to control the material properties be read?

Friction implementation

Since the force acting on the proxy is well defined at all times, calculating the friction is simple. The
total friction force is calculated using the normal directed force, which earlier has been used to control
the proxy motion through virtual surfaces (discussed earlier in this section). The formula used is the
friction equation from classical mechanics,fµ = µ ·f ~N , wheref ~N is the normal force,µ is the friction
constant andfµ is the resulting friction force. If the tangent directed force component is larger than
the total friction force, the proxy is moved to a position where the forces are balanced. By moving
the proxy before the resulting feedback force is calculated, the probability of unstable behaviour is
lessened.

At this time the static and dynamic friction are un-separated, but there is nothing that prevents an extra
transfer function for static friction. A flag would then be used to determine whether to use the dynamic
or the static friction constant. The flag could be set by the part of the haptic algorithm that moves the
proxy.

Parameters

In addition to the parameters mentioned above — choice ofvolume , useProxy or not,stiff-
ness , friction , resistance andresistanceN for normal directed resistance — there exists
a few more parameters for extra adjustments. One can for example choose which one of the kernels
discussed above to use. By specifying 0, 1 or 2, the 6 cell, 18 cell or 26 cell kernel is used respectively.
The largest kernel is chosen by default, but if performance problems contrary to expectations would
occur, a smaller kernel can be used. The fieldgradientStrength takes the magnitude of the local
gradient as input and the output is used to weight how much surface haptics shall be used. This should
span from zero to one. When the gradient magnitude is zero, the strength should be zero. When the
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gradient magnitude is large enough for the surface to be considered to be well defined, the strength
should be one. Why this is needed was discussed in section5.3.

As mentioned the proxy position field is exposed so that a graphical representation can be used, but
there are two more output only fields implemented — the scalar value and the gradient vector used in
the haptic algorithm. These fields can be read by the user so that information can be used for adjusting
the transfer functions for both the graphic and the haptic rendering.

7 Results

The set of nodes for theReachin API has been designed to build up a complete visualisation
system for volumes. It has one part for drawing a graphical representation of the volume data as
well as a haptic part. All parts have fully developed VRML interfaces for simple construction of new
visualisation setups. The simple renderer that has been implemented has many possibilities to adjust
and configure the different parameters via the VRML interface. A fully usable haptic rendering node
specialised for density data also exists. This node uses first and foremost a new proxy based volume
haptics algorithm but through the VRML interface a version of general volume haptics can be chosen.

How much extra value that is introduced by using haptics in medical visualisations is left to others
to evaluate. The main aim here is only to evaluate how well this system works compared to earlier
techniques.

For this three datasets were used: one authentic CT dataset, one synthetic CT dataset and one dataset
with constant gradient length. Screen dumps from running the system with the datasets can be seen in
figures13, 14 and15 respectively. The last set is of the forms (r) = 1 − r/rMAX , i.e. the gradient
vectors radiates from a centre point. It was created to demonstrate the principle of and the benefit from
virtual surfaces. The first dataset was visualised using the nodeVolumeRenderer3D .

The main problem with the system is the low frame rate from the volume rendering nodes. Both 2d and
3d texture based rendering was quite slow. With 2d textures and a volume of1283 voxels a maximum
frame rate as low as≈ 0.8 fps was measured. Since the frame rate with 3d textures is as low, the fill
rate of the graphics card was suspected to be the bottleneck. The Wildcat 4110 used in the tests has a
theoretical maximum fill rate of 140 M Pixels/second and the practical measured rate was about 30 M
Pixels/second. Any other reason could unfortunately not be found.

The volume rendering node was tested on a Wildcat 5110 with much better result. This indicates that
the Wildcat 4110 simply does not reach its theoretical limit of fill rate with theOpenGLsettings used
in the rendering algorithm. The problem can thus be solved by using a newer graphics card.

To enable full frame rate of demonstration purpose on the current system, the second dataset was
created. It has the same scalar values as the authentic dataset, but it has a spherical form. The spherical
form of the dataset makes it possible to visualise it with graphical primitives. That way interactive
frame rate could be achieved.

The synthetic dataset has no noise and no artifacts from CT scanning which can be noticed when
feeling the object. Some haptic artifacts that could be thought to have the origin in the haptic algorithm
do not exist with that dataset. They are most probably caused by noise in the slices containing the teeth
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and other noise with the origin in the CT scanning.

The haptic algorithm seems to have a very high stability. The behaviour with high stiffness of surfaces
can be compared to the behaviour of proxy based systems for surface haptics. With reasonable stiffness
and friction settings no unstable behaviour has been experienced.

The special features of the algorithm work well. The friction feedback from the algorithm is irre-
proachable even though the difference between high and low friction is subtle. When following well
defined virtual surfaces it is virtually impossible to distinguish the volume haptics algorithm from the
proxy based surface haptics algorithm. The same thing applies to the stiffness feedback.

The stiffness parameters together with the parameter for threshold for letting the proxy through virtual
surfaces can be difficult to balance. The task to find a good set of parameters to control the normal
directed maximum force, stiffness and threshold is yet to be settled. At this point the stiffness is defined
in Newton per metre and the threshold in Newton, but with less well defined gradient at the virtual
surface the practical threshold becomes lower than the specified. The fieldgradientStrength in
the nodeVolumeHaptics helps the gradient to be more well defined at more points but that only
helps to a certain degree.

Since an implementation of general volume haptics, as described in5.2, has been, done some compari-
son in functionality can be conducted. The gradient on which the general technique is based is pushing
the pen out of the high density areas towards low density areas. When moving through high density
areas, like the skull bone, the force feedback is first working against the instrument motion trying to
push it back out of the bone. This gives a nice feeling of surface hardness but when the instrument
reaches the middle of the skull crown structure the algorithm begins to push the instrument through
the bone and out on the other side. The proxy based method on the other hand simply yields when the
force exceeds a certain threshold. The difference can be seen in the graphs in figure16where the push
from the general algorithm can be seen as a peak in the force where the density value falls. At some
points the force even gets positive which means that the feedback no longer is holding the instrument
back, even though there is a scalar value that should counteract the motion through viscosity.

The constant gradient magnitude dataset, described above and shown in figure15, gives a large scale
illustration of how the haptic algorithm behaves in the transitions between types of tissues. The general
volume haptics algorithm simply pushes the haptic instrument from the centre, since the constant
gradient magnitude give rise to a constant strength force. The proxy based algorithm, on the other
hand, does not. Instead it renders infinitely close virtual surfaces that can be followed, so when pushing
through a surface there is always an other there that can be felt and followed. Each surface has friction
and stiffness that is dependent on the surfaces distance from the centre of the spherical object, i.e. the
scalar value of the volume at the surface.

The ability for the proxy based method to follow and reconstruct fine details seems to be about the
same as with the general haptics, according to both the graphs in figure16 and human opinion. This
can however be further investigated.
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Figure 13: Screen dump from demo using theVolumeRenderer3D node for visualisation and
proxy based haptics
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Figure 14: Screen dump from demo using primitives for visualisation and proxy based haptics
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Figure 15: Screen dump from demo using primitives for visualisation and proxy based haptics
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Figure 16: Force feedback from moving tip through a human skull density dataset
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8 Future work

Since the volume rendering is quite slow, regardless of how it is implemented, more must be done.
Maybe a new graphics card is all that is needed, but some optimisations in the code could most
certainly also be done. If the frame rate after such improvements still is inadequate special solutions
could be implemented, like local rendering, adaptive quality in rendering or local re-rendering only in
changed areas.

At this point the renderer is built upon theReachin API which enforces the use ofOpenGLbased
rendering. In future versions of this system the visual rendering might be detached from the haptic
rendering allowing the use of more complicated rendering techniques and even the use of dedicated
hardware. One example of such hardware is the VolumePROTM . One could then design a special node
for theReachin API scene graph that connects to the VolumePROTM hardware and translates all
Reachin API commands, variables and procedures to it.

As mentioned in section7, should haptics role be more investigated since this is a fast growing section
of computer graphics. From researchers point of view haptics is nice, but how much extra value is put
into systems by introducing haptics. Medical visualisation environments are no exception, but rather
the opposite — in the large number of diagnosis made by physicians on daily basis small differences
in perception can make a noticeable difference.
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A REACHIN API

Figure 17: Function figure of the Reachin Desktop Display

A Reachin API

TheReachin API sets up a fully programmable haptic environment by creating and maintaining a
scene graph with highly extendable nodes. The API is based on the structure ofVRML[18] and is at
the same time used very tightly with theVRMLfile standard.

The ground principle ofReachin API is simple and well defined: You define your VR world using
the scene-graph definition languageVRMLwhile the nodes you are using are implemented in C++.
There are both the standard graphical and structural nodes fromVRMLin the Reachin API , but
also some more nodes. These additional nodes handles among other things the haptics and dynamics
of the scene.

The programming of the behaviour of the objects in the scene is supposed to be made in the script
languagePython [19]. For this a specialPython script node is provided. To this node input values
are routed from some fields in the scene. These fields can be translation in a transform node, rotation
or any other state of the scene. If the nodes output is routed to the field that it is supposed to control
the result of the processing will be set to that field. Runtime type control and re-routing is part of the
Reachin API .

For the use of theReachin API a hardware haptic station is provided. By using a half reflecting
mirror in which the stereo-scopic monitor image is reflected, one can see the virtual representation
of the haptic tool at the same position where it is positioned in the real world. The haptic feedback
hardware used here is a Desktop PHANToMTM from Sensable[17], which has a pen as tool at the end
of a mechanical arm. The arm handles the position sensory and the haptic feedback.
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